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In the present study, we investigated temporal changes in b value (slope of the frequency

magnitude distribution) during series of stick-slip events on complex, laboratory created

fault zones, showing that b value and differential stress are correlated over multiple seismic

cycles. Within the scope of this supplementary material, we describe more details of the

experimental setup, the acoustic emission (AE) recording system and the sample prepa-

ration. Furthermore, we show details of variations in stress, b value, and seismic moment

and analyze the b-stress relationships for different periods, i.e., for entire experiments,

individual stick-slip events within an experiment and at periods of elevated stress closer

to failure. Lastly, we explore the influence of fault complexity on b-stress relationships.

Experimental set-up and sample geometry

In this section, we briefly discuss sample preparation, loading conditions, and acquisition

of AE data. A more detailed treatment of the experimental setup can be found in Stanchits

et al. [2006] and Goebel et al. [2012]. Within the scope of the current experimental series,

we used homogeneous, undamaged Westerly granite samples. Westerly granite exhibits

grain sizes between 0.05–2.2 mm with an average grain size of 0.75 mm [Stesky , 1978].

The experiments were conducted at room temperatures on previously oven-dried samples.

Initially, we fractured the intact part between two pre-cut, 30° notches at a confining

pressure of 75 MPa. We then locked the created laboratory fault zone by increasing the

confining pressure to 150 MPa and reactivated the fault by resuming axial loading. The

reactivation stage was characterized by a stick-slip type fault motion in which episodes of

stress increase alternate with macroscopic slip events, releasing the stored elastic energy.

The length of the saw-cut notches increased systematically from 1.5 to 2.3 cm with the
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four successive experiments (W4, W5, W7, W8). The connected fracture surface sizes

decreased accordingly from 5–3 cm (Table 1). The notches resulted in ∼1 mm wide gaps

which were closed by inserting low-friction teflon sheets. The length increase of the saw-

cut notches resulted in lower peak axial stresses prior to sample failure during fracture

and frictional sliding.

Table 1 shows the mechanical data and loading conditions of the fracture and frictional

sliding stage of the four experiments, conducted at triaxial loading conditions, constant

hydrostatic confining pressures and constant vertical displacement rates (ε̇ ∼ 3 ·10−6 s−1).

Seismic waveforms of AE events were recorded using a 3D transducer array of 16 piezo-

electric sensors. Full AE waveforms were digitized with a 10 MHz sampling frequency

corresponding to a time resolution of 0.1 µs and an amplitude resolution of 16 bits. Based

on the AE records which contain between 34,141 and 97,847 events, we computed the

average amplitude from the maximum amplitude of each channel in volts and corrected for

geometric spreading between source and receiver. Based on these amplitudes, we assigned

magnitudes, M = log
(

A
Ac

)
, whereAc describes a reference value in volts and seismic

moments to each event at an experiment-specific scale. We investigated the temporal

variations of b values which are defined as the slope of the AE frequency-magnitude

distributions:

logN = a− bM, (1)

where N is the number of AE events of larger or equal magnitude than M and a is a con-

stant representing the AE activity. For reliable b value estimates, we required distributions
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to contain at least 200 AE events. b values were computed using the maximum-likelihood

method [Aki , 1965; Utsu et al., 1965; Bender , 1983], assuming that the magnitudes of AE

events were largely independent at the considered time scales:

b =
1

M −Mc

log(e). (2)

Here, M is the mean magnitude, e = exp(1) and Mc is the magnitude of completeness

corrected for bin size to account for possible biases of discrete magnitude bin size [Utsu

et al., 1965; Guo and Ogata, 1997]. For the temporal analysis we associated each b value

with the temporal mean of each sample window and both minimum and maximum values

are shown (e. g. Figure. 2), demonstrating the extent of the corresponding time window.

Based on the relative magnitudes, which ranged from 0.84 to 5.0, we computed b values

for certain time and stress windows. We scrutinized the influence of a variety of sample

sizes and sampling techniques to avoid imaging artifacts within b value trends. We de-

termined the magnitude of completeness (Mc) for the entire duration of each experiment,

assuming constant array geometry and detection sensitivity, by determining the deviation

from linearity of the cumulative frequency-magnitude distributions (FMDs). An accurate

estimation of b values was ensured by using the maximum-likelihood method [Aki , 1965;

Utsu et al., 1965; Bender , 1983], and verified through inspection of large sets of FMDs

and corresponding power-law fits (e. g. Figure 2).

b value trends during a single stick-slip sequence

We show the details of b values and stresses for the example of stick-slip sequence 5 of

experiment W5. During loading of the structurally complex fault zone, we observed two
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small stress-drop events (SSDs) at t = 10, 100 s and 10, 500 s and one large stress-drop

event (LSD) which occurred at t = 10, 800 s (Figure 2). b values generally decreased

with larger stresses and closer proximity to failure. They also showed some short period

variations, i. e. a local b value minimum followed by an increase in b that coincided with

the onsets of SSDs. Expectedly, such features were most pronounced for small sample

sizes of b computations. Thus, also small-scale stress perturbations had an influence

on the frequency-magnitude distributions of AEs and produced a characteristic trend of

decreasing b before and higher b values after the SSDs, similar to the observed long-term

trends.

Nevertheless, a longterm decrease in b was observed for all sample sizes and was generally

higher than the estimated standard errors in b. The overlap and extent of time windows

used for b value computations were also smaller than the observed variations in b values.

Furthermore, we analyzed the difference between FMDs which are the basis for b value

computations. FMDs were determined for three different time frames at the center and

toward the end of an inter-slip period as well as immediately after the onset of the LSD

(Figure 2c). The slope of the FMDs was lowest several hundred seconds before the slip

onset. Here, we also observed a pronounced increase in the right tail (between M = 3.5–

4.9) of the FMD. The relative proportion of small magnitude AEs was higher at low stress

level and smaller during the high-stress regime. The highest FMD-slopes were observed

in the third time window starting at ∼ 2 s after the LSD.
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Comparison between seismic moments and b values

Once the fault started to slip, we expected large magnitude AEs to occur in greater

abundance thus perturbing the b value curves downward. To investigate whether b value

trends were influenced by LSD associated AE events, we removed all AEs in temporal

proximity to slip onsets. This was done by excluding AEs within a period from 0.5 s before,

until 20 s after slip onsets which is when the AE rates returned to the background rate.

We then stacked b values computed from the residual record (Figure 3). b values were

compared between all inter-slip periods by using AEs within a constant-length, sliding

time window. Initial inter-slip periods were excluded due to their untypical variations

in AE rate and b value. Again, b values decreased with increasing stresses while average

seismic moment, computed by summing the moment within constant time windows and

normalizing by the corresponding AE number, increased over similar periods. A b value

maximum of 1.55 was observed ∼ 1200 s before slip onset, followed by a steady decrease

to b = 1.2 at t ≈ −200 s. This decrease was followed by slightly higher b values leading

up to slip onsets. For b values averaged over inter-slip periods of all experiments we

observed a decrease from 1.41 at t ≈ −1100 s to 1.2 at t ≈ −400 s, followed by a minimum

which lasted until the onset of the LSDs. The seismic moment showed a long-term non-

monotonic increase up to ∼ 420 s before failure which also marked the time of maximum

moment release (Figure 3 bottom). This was followed by a period of rather abrupt, large

changes with moment maxima at ≈ −300 s and ≈ −180 s and minima at ≈ −390 s to

≈ −350 s and ≈ −250 s to ≈ −180 s. The average seismic moment showed more short-

period variations than the b value curves. Some of these variations were connected to SSDs.
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These findings underline the previous trends, which indicate a more abundant occurrence

of large magnitude AEs during high-stress periods. b value curves were slightly smoother

and less dominated by SSDs than seismic moment curves. The persistent observation

of long-term decrease in b values shows that they were not simply caused by large AE

events associated with LSD events but rather highlight the occurrences of relatively larger

proportion of high-magnitude AEs closer to slip events.

Correlating stresses and b values

We tested if b values and stress can be described by an inverse relationship. We used

AE sample sizes of 600 (left plot in Figure 4) and 3000 (right plot in Figure 4) events

for b value computations. The corresponding stress levels were taken at the temporal

mean of the respective AE samples used to calculate the b value. For each stick-slip cycle,

we adapted the step-size of the sliding sample window to show the same number of b

values. This allows for an easier comparison of b-stress trends between different stick-slip

events. The linear Pearson correlation coefficients (r) for the linear-regressions of the

entire experiment W5 were r = −0.77 for NAE = 600 and r = −0.78 for NAE = 3000. The

standard errors decreased slightly from 0.11 to 0.07 for larger sample sizes. The scatter

in b values was reduced for the larger sample size resulting in slightly better correlation

while slope and intercept of the linear regression remained unchanged. Thus, the long-

term trend could be described by a simple linear relationship. However, we also observed

deviations from linearity at the beginning and end of an inter-slip period as well as within

the high-stress regimes especially for NAE = 600. For simplicity, we decided to describe
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the correlation between stresses and b values with a linear model. However, other models

might perform equally well or better at the cost of increasing the model complexity.

We also tested if b values changed systematically with successive stick-slip events of

different experiments. To this end, we display b value-stress relations for which b values

again were computed from a constant number of AEs but adapted for different stick

periods to display equal numbers of b values (Figure 5). Stresses were normalized to the

peak-stress of individual inter-slip periods.

The previously established connection between stress and b, i. e. decreasing b values with

increasing stresses was still observed, but with different degree of scatter and deviations

from a simple linear relation, depending on individual experiments. Except for W4,

b values decreased predominately monotonically during individual inter-slip periods. b

values showed the largest scatter during individual inter-slip periods of experiment W4

and W7. These experiments also had the lowest correlation coefficients. W8 showed the

highest correlation coefficient and a low standard error thus deviating the least from a

linear trend whereas W4 deviated the most. The latter showed some local increases in b,

partially caused by SSD occurrences.

b value and stress behavior within the high-stress regime

In this section, we investigate the more complex behavior within the high-stress regime.

We focus on changes in the position of the b value minima within a stick-slip sequence,

and the relation between stress release and b value increase.

We show two examples of temporal b value changes and variations with stress for in-

dividual inter-slip periods (Figure 6). Stick-slip events 1 and 6 of experiment W7 can
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be seen as end member cases in terms of the extent of non-linear deformation prior to

failure. b values for stick-slip 1 decreased until ∼ 1600 s before failure which corresponds

to ≈ 66% of the inter-slip period. This was followed by a complex behavior of repeated

b value increase and subsequent decrease within the high-stress regime. This regime was

connected to at least 5 SSDs which could be partially responsible for some of the variations

in b. Within the final 300 s before failure (7% of inter-slip period), there was a decrease

in b values from 1.28 to 1.17 while b values increased on an intermediate scale, starting

at ≈ −1400 s (32% of the inter-slip period). The three SSDs with the largest stress drops

were connected to noticeable b value jumps, however, not all b value fluctuations could

be connected to changes in far-field stress. The statistically significant correlation coeffi-

cient was −0.56 for stick-slip event 1 of experiment W7 with partially large scatter and

deviations from linearity especially above 85% of the peak stress.

The right side of Figure 6 shows the relatively less complex behavior of b value and

stress during stick-slip 6 which had no SSDs. The b values decrease from a maximum

of b = 1.47 at t = −1390 s to b = 1.05 approximately 20 s before failure. b value and

differential stress showed a negative, linear relation with a coefficient of correlation of

−0.92.

Naturally, there also existed a range of behavior between the two end-member cases.

Inter-slip periods differed from one another by the degree of deviation from a linear rela-

tionship between stress and b value, the number of SSDs and the complexity of b values

within the high-stress regime including the position of b value minima. The latter will be

investigated in the following.
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Figure 7 shows a systematic compilation of the positions of b value minima for all inter-

slip periods. They were grouped according to the number of SSDs observed during the

corresponding inter-slip period. The number of SSDs can be seen as a proxy for the

amount of complexity during the high-stress regimes. Commonly, the times of b value

minima averaged over inter-slip periods with the same number of SSDs (colored frames)

occurred closer to failure if less SSDs were observed and also for smaller sample sizes of b

value computations. The minima of b values based on sample sizes between 300–1200 AEs

occurred, on average, at t ≥ −150 s for inter-slip periods without SSDs while increasing

numbers of SSDs also led to an increase in temporal distance to failure. With increasing

number of SSDs, the average time of b value minima changed systematically, for example,

for a sample size of 1200 AEs from t = −150 s, to −240 s, −450 s, −1500 s, and ultimately

to −1550 s. The confidence in the last two data points is somewhat reduced because they

were based solely on one inter-slip period while the others were averaged over 5–8 inter-

slip periods from different experiments. Based on the observed systematic changes we

identify two controlling parameters for the location of b value minima, i. e. (1) the number

of SSDs as a proxy for the degree of complexity within the high-stress regimes and (2) the

sample size used for b value computations which can lead to an over-smoothing of b value

trends as well as mixing of AE events from different inter-slip periods which is seen for

the pink curve in Figure 7. Less complex stress curves were connected to b value minima

that occurred in close temporal proximity to failure.

If the complexity in the stress curve is indeed systematically connected to b value vari-

ations, we would expect to also observe systematic changes in the quality of b-stress
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correlations. To investigate this hypothesis, we grouped the correlation coefficients (here

we preferred to use Spearman’s rank which is less sensitive to strong outliers, but the more

commonly used Pearson’s r showed similar results) according to the number of observed

SSDs within each stick-slip cycle (Figure 8). The correlation coefficient increased on av-

erage with more SSDs so that the highest-quality correlations were observed for stick-slip

sequences with the least complexity and vice versa. Stick-slip sequences with one SSD

showed lower correlations as stick-slips with no SSDs but corresponding correlation coeffi-

cients showed also very low absolute values thus slightly deviating from the general trend.

Nevertheless, the systematics of correlation coefficients and number of SSDs support the

hypothesis that details of the b value-stress relationship partially depend on the observed

level of complexity.
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Figure 1. Schematics of sample geometry and dimensions (left) as well as loading

conditions (right). Initially, the intact part of the sample was fractured, the fault was

then locked by an increase in confining pressure after which axial loading was resumed

until a series of stick-slips occurred.
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Sample lRS Pcfrac Pcslide
σmaxfrac

σmaxslide
Uxmax

(cm) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (mm)

W4 5.0±0.15 75±0.5 150±0.5 635±6 365±6 3.0±0.003

W5 4.2±0.15 75±0.5 150±0.5 510±6 296±6 4.1±0.003

W7 3.7±0.15 75±0.5 150±0.5 450±6 293±6 4.3±0.003

W8 3.0±0.15 75±0.5 150±0.5 380±6 288±6 3.7±0.003

Table 1. Mechanical data and loading conditions of the four presented experiments.

The length of the saw-cut notches was gradually increased from W4 to W8 which led to

a net reduction of the rough surface area. lRS: approximate length of the rough fracture

surface, Pcfrac : confining pressure during fracture stage, Pcslide
: confining pressure during

frictional sliding of the previously generated fault, σmaxfrac
: maximal differential stress

during fracture stage, σmaxslide
: maximal differential stress during sliding, Uxmax : maximum

vertical displacement of loading piston.
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Figure 2. Temporal changes in b and differential stress for one stick-slip period (left).

b values were computed for four different sample sizes and curves are colored accordingly.

The gray frames, labeled from 1 to 3, highlight b values for which the FMDs are shown in

the right plot. Vertical errors are standard errors in b, horizontal error bars indicate the

extent of the sliding time windows of AE sampling used for b value computation which

stopped close to a LSD and started again right after (see text for explanation). The height

of the frames corresponds to the standard error in b and the width to the length of the

corresponding time windows. (c) FMDs for three different periods but with the same

sampling (NAE = 600), taken from the intermediate (1, light blue dots), high (2, dark

blue triangle) and low stress regimes (3, black diamonds) during and right after inter-slip

period between LSD 4 and LSD 5.
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Figure 3. b values (top) and average seismic moment (bottom) for inter-slip periods

excluding AE events in immediate temporal proximity to LSDs during experiment W5

(larger axes) and for all experiments (insets). For the larger frames, we used averaged b

values and moments over inter-slip periods of experiment W5 excluding the first inter-slip

period (see text for details). For the insets, we averaged over the inter-slip periods of all

experiments. The shaded areas depict standard deviations from the averaged values. The

onset of slip events is at t = 0 .
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Figure 4. Linear regression of normalized differential stress and b value for all six

stick-slips of W5 using a sample size of 600 (left) and 3000 AEs (right). The regression

parameters for b and stress above 55% of the peak-stress were Pearson’s r = −0.77 and

r = −0.78 which were both significant at a 99% level, and the standard error of the

modeled b values were 0.11 and 0.07. The markers are colored according to individual slip

events. Vertical error bars indicate standard error in b value estimates and horizontal error

bars show the range of stress from which AE events were sampled for b value computations.

The dashed lines are the 95% confidence bounds of the regression line. The utilization

of larger sample sizes improved the linear regression and the large scatter observed for

smaller sample sizes was reduced especially for the low-stress regime.
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Figure 5. b values and stress normalized by peak-stresses of individual stick periods of

all four experiments. b values were computed based on constant numbers of AEs. Error

bars show standard error in b and extent of sample window for b value computations. b

values decreased systematically with higher stresses. This decrease showed the smallest

deviation from a linear trend for W8. The corresponding Pearson’s r values were −0.62,

−0.71, −0.64 and −0.77 and standard errors of the estimated dependent variable were

0.08, 0.11, 0.07 and 0.08.
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Figure 6. Examples of b value trends and stress for individual inter-slip periods for

experiment W7. Shown here are both temporal trends (main axis) and b value-stress

relations (insets) of slip event 7 1 (left) and 7 6 (right) which could be seen as end-

member cases in terms of complexity in both stress and b value curves. b values were

computed using 600 samples. The legend at the top right of each axis shows Pearson’s r

and significance of correlation, p.
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Figure 7. Times of b value minima relative to failure as function of number of SSDs for

individual slip events (dots) and averaged over inter-slip periods with the same number

of SSDs (frames). Colors are according to the employed sample sizes. The averaged times

are connected by solid lines. This figure highlights both the influence of the amount of

SSDs and sample sizes on the time of b value minima.
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Figure 8. Change in correlation coefficient (Spearman’s rank) as function of number of

SSDs during individual stick-slip sequences of all experiments. The quality of correlations

decreased with increasing numbers of SSDs which can be seen as a proxy for complexity

of the temporal variations of differential stress within a stick-slip cycle.
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